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Reveal
In life there are so many times that we want to just sweep things
under the rug. We want it all to just disappear. When we do this is
does not go away. We simply remove it from the surface. It is still
with us until the day we release it. There are things that 80 year
old women are still harboring from their youth, still not forgiving
even if the person has passed away. Revealing it does not mean
that you have to go and tell the world. It simply means that you
acknowledge that it happened. It sometimes means reliving a
horrible moment in your mind. Once you reveal it there will be
some unsettling. Use this scripture to give you the peace you
need to continue this journey.
Peter 5:7 ESV: Cast all your anxiety on Him because He cares for
you.
God cares for you. He will not leave you nor forsake you. Know
that the lord will be your unseen shield and protect you. Our
minds tend to play tricks on us and we think that we can’t handle
the situations. Know that God gives us all strength and will not
put on us more than we can bear. He has made us conquers.

The RooT
The root is the issue at hand. We must find where the source of
unforgiveness came from. A couple of months ago I was talking
with my husband and there was an action that he did and it made
me upset. Immediately I wanted to find out why it made me feel
that way. In no Shape, form or fashion should I have felt the way
I did. I sat back and thought of other situations in my past that
were similar and the root took me back to a situation from my
youth with my dad. We will become angry today because of
what someone did years ago that do not relate to the person at
hand. Getting to the root can allow you to have double doses of
releasing. It allows you to see where it all started and you must
cut that root off from its beginning.
Matthew 3:10: Even now the axe is laid to the root of the trees.
Every tree therefore that does not bear good fruit is cut down
and thrown into the fire.
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Acceptance
There were many times that I looked in the mirror and I did
not want to take responsibility for the way my body looked. I
had become depressed and found comfort in food. Little did I
know that I was allergic to food. Food made my body have a bad
reaction called fat. Yes that’s what I just said. No matter how my
body was changing it did not hit me until I could no longer fit into
certain clothes. This happened over and over again until I was
almost 300 pounds. I had to first reveal that I had an issue get
to the root, which was my depression and third accept the fact
that I need to change. If I did not and still do not I am putting my
life at risk. For so long the issue was staring me right in the face
and I did and could not see past the mirror because I didn’t look
into my soul. I had to look past my surface in order to finally take
responsibility.
Psalm 139:14 ESV: I praise you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully
made. Wonderful are your works; my soul knows it very well.

Forgiveness is a choice. We choose to do many things that will
not release us, like buying a car. That is a car note that will tie you
down financially for 6 to 7 years. We get credit cards and buy
things we know we can’t afford and that ties you down. We make
promises we can’t keep. We set health goals that we never meet.
In life we have many choices but most of them will not set you
free (a free mind that is). Making the choice to forgive not only
allows your mind to become free, but it has been proven to help
with many health issues such as depression, heart health, and
other mental disorders. Once you make the choice and keep at
it, eventually your heart will catch up with your mind and that’s
when the true freedom begins.
Several years ago I was angry with a former coworker. It use to
eat at my spirit. I would be in a bad mood, sharing displaced anger
and feeling betrayed. It wasn’t until I made my mind up to release
the actions of the person and I began to heal. It was almost like
magic. Months after the incident I was asked about the person
and I couldn’t even remember their name. God is simply amazing.
If you just decide to take that one step He will do the rest.
1 John 1:9 NLT: If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to
forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.
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Make Peace
There have been so many times I have had to say I am sorry, it’s
my fault, and will you forgive me? I’ve even done it when the
other person didn’t even know I was angry with them. One of
my closest friends was upset with one of their closest friends
and I became angry with them. I adopted another person’s
feelings and I shouldn’t have been angry with them. I cared
for my friend’s feelings a little too much. I should have been
able to be a sounding board but it really bothers me to watch
someone being taken advantage of. Well it was a moment out
of the blue and I was tired of harboring those feelings. Especially because when the person came around
I behaved as if there was nothing wrong. Tired of holding on to this anger that really did not belong to me,
I decided that enough was enough. I had to apologize for my feelings that they didn’t even know about. I
made the call. At the end of the call I felt a peace that I had never felt before. Sure some say why tell them.
You could have just moved on. Well, to me that was being fake and I had done that for so long. I was over
living that way. I felt that if at some point we were meant to truly be friends there would be a wound but it
would eventually heal. If not then maybe we were not meant to be friends. This taught me to not hide my
emotions or feelings as they would just build up to anger, anger that was just a waste of time and energy.
Making peace feels much better.
Matthew 5:9 ESV: Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God.

The Release
While writing my second book, I had come to a realization; I
needed to release the things that were holding me captive. I
had to share with those I was hurt by and even come to the
understanding of the things I put myself through. My healing
process has come by writing. I release through writing and
sharing, getting the mess out of my head, and out of my heart.
When I write it is one step. The next step for me is to share it
with the person I have the issue with or a person who will just
be a sounding board to put it into the atmosphere. By doing
this it is no longer something that can have a hold on me. I know that writing may be hard for some people
and even more sharing it. This is something that will come with time. The first time I experienced the
release was when I had written something about my mother. It was something that I didn’t even know I
was holding on to. While I was reading it I became emotional. At the time I could not understand why I was
weeping. Later I realized that I had released true feelings to her after so many years. The way my body
and spirit felt was just like the feeling you get after a rain. I could breathe in freshness, I felt cleansed, and
I felt free. I have experienced that feeling many times since then and it’s like a rebirth. Releasing is not
something that is planned; it’s something that is worked up to. Do not rush the process, but work towards
your goal of becoming free.
John 8:32 NLT: And you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.
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Confidence
In all of my life’s situations I have had to rebuild my confidence.
In relationships I had to be confident enough to open myself up
to receive love. There was a time that I blocked people out of my
life because of past experiences. With losing weight I had to be
confident enough to put the fork down. In business I had to find
my voice and be confident with making hard decisions. Whenever
I had a setback I had to be confident enough to continue to fight
and allow this setback to become my reason for a comeback.
After the reveal, finding the root, accepting, making the choice,
finding peace, and releasing I needed to become strong again and
that’s where I started building my confidence. It first came with
knowing that I am perfectly me. I am my perfect self. No one can
do a better job at being me than I can. My perfection comes with
me learning and growing within myself. I do not live up to others
expectations of me.
Second I had to find my voice. For so many years I mimicked others
because I thought they were great. How could I be confident
with someone else’s idea? I had to learn that I could use others
as inspiration but I had to use my voice to deliver. It’s like making
your Aunt’s apple pie. Yes, it may be a good pie, but how do you
make it better. It’s hard to deliver someone else’s work but it’s
easier if it’s your own.
Third, I had to say what I meant, and mean what I said. There
are so many times we want to second guess our decisions. Be
calculated in what you put out into the atmosphere. I use to
respond immediately, making hasty decisions afraid of missing
out. I made decisions without seeking God. I didn’t believe in
myself and didn’t know my value. Being confident for me means
respecting myself and not allowing others to dictate my outcome.
Today I stand on my choices and I do not compare myself to others
because I believe in me.
Joshua 1:9: Be strong and courageous. Do not be frightened, and
do not be dismayed, for the Lord your God is with you wherever
you go.
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